
65 wealth 
[welθ] noun affluence, 

prosperity, riches 

Health and 
wealth are very 

important 

богатство, 
состояние 

66 wealthy 
[ˈwelθɪ] adj rich, affluent he was a wealthy 

man 
богатый, 

состоятельный 

67 solve 
[sɔlv] verb resolve, answer, 

work out 
she can solve 
your problem 

решать, 
разрешать 

68 solution 
[səәˈluːʃn] noun answer, result, 

resolution 
an easy solution 
to the problem 

решение, 
разрешение 

69 salvation 
[sælˈveɪʃn] noun redemption, 

deliverance 

if you do 
everything right 

you will get 
salvation 

избавление, 
спасение 

70 sell 
[sel] verb put up for sale, 

offer for sale 
they want to sell 

their house 
торговать, 
продавать 

71 sale 
[seɪl] noun deal, transaction they make a sale 

every minute: 
продажа, 

реализация, сбыт 

72 sold 
[səәʊld] part gone, emptied it’s sold проданный 

73 contribute 
[kəәnˈtrɪbjuːt] verb give, donate, put 

up 

the government 
contributed a 
million dollars 

into the economy 

делать вклад, 
жертвовать 

74 contribution 
[kɔntrɪˈbjuːʃn] noun donation, gift, 

offering 

the smallest 
contribution will 

be thankfully 
received 

вклад 

75 achieve 
[əәˈʧiːv] verb attain, reach he wants to 

achieve victory 
достигать, 
добиваться 

76 achievement 
[əәˈʧiːvməәnt] noun 

attainment, 
realization, 

accomplishment 

the achievement 
of a high rate of 

economic growth 

достижение, 
успех 

77 child 
[ʧaɪld] noun youngster, little 

one, boy 
he is a well-

behaved child ребенок, дитя 

78 children 
[ʧɪldren] noun infant, youth, 

baby 

the children are 
with their father 

now 
дети 

79 childhood 
[ˈʧaɪldhʊd] noun youth, early 

years, early life 

since my 
childhood, I have 

been an avid 
reader 

детство 

80 neighbour 
[ˈneɪbəәr] noun next, near, friend It’s my next-door 

neighbours сосед, соседка 

81 neighborhood 
[ˈneɪbəәhʊd] noun territory, 

environs 

he lived in the 
neighbourhood 
of the station 

соседство, (свой) 
район, квартал 



82 young 
[jʌŋ] adj youthful, 

juvenile, junior young people молодой, юный 

83 youth 
[juːθ] noun early years, 

young days 
I was strong in 

my youth 
молодость, 
юность 

84 emotion 
[ɪˈməәʊʃn] noun feeling, 

sentiment 

she was good at 
hiding her 
emotions 

чувство, 
ощущение 

85 emotional 
[ɪˈməәʊʃəәnl] adj passionate, hot-

blooded 
an emotional 
young man эмоциональный 

86 develop 
[dɪˈveləәp] verb grow, expand 

you must 
develop your 

business 

развивать, 
совершенствоват

ь 

87 development 
[dɪˈveləәpməәnt] noun evolution, growth 

let’s talk about 
the development 
of our company 

развитие, рост 

88 developer 
[dɪˈveləәpəә] noun  contriver, 

designer 

one great 
developer made 

this 

разработчик, 
изобретатель 

89 developed 
[dɪˈveləәpt] adj evolved, 

enlarged 

his sense of 
smell   was 
developed 

хорошо развитый 

90 undeveloped 
[ˈʌndɪˈveləәpt] adj backward, 

retarded 

these are 
undeveloped 

countries 
неразвитыой 

91 die 
[daɪ] verb pass away, pass 

on 
her father died 

last year умирать 

92 dead 
[ded] adj passed on/away, 

expired 
his parents were 

dead мёртвый 

93 death 
[deθ] noun demise, dying 

her father's 
death seriously 

upset me 
смерть 

94 deadly 
[ˈdɛdlɪ]   completely, 

absolutely 
he was deadly 

pale 
смертельно, 
полностью 

95 produce 
[ˈprɔdjuːs] verb manufacture, 

make 

the company 
produces 
furniture 

производить, 
выпускать 

96 production 
[prəәˈdʌkʃn] noun manufacture, 

making 

the production of 
washing 

machines is 
growing 

производство, 
изготовление 

 


